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Abstract. This paper presents our approach “Kallis” to solve the action
recognition task on UCF101 without using any pre-trained weights. We
proposed a two-stream architecture using various spatio-temporal resolu-
tions that aid in learning the long and short-range temporal structures of
activities at different spatial scales. We also show that taking an average
of the predictions from multiple clips that have various spatio-temporal
resolutions and augmentations helps increase the performance as well
as significantly lowers the training cost. Without using any pre-trained
weights, the proposed solution achieves a Top-1 accuracy of 90.83%
on UCF-101 (split 1) test set and a Top-1 accuracy of 90.71% on the
test set of the Visual Inductive Priors for Data-Efficient Deep Learn-
ing Workshop’s Action Recognition Challenge, ECCV 2020, which is the
best among all of the other entries.

1 Introduction

Action Recognition requires spatio-temporal understanding of a sequence of
video frames. In literature, there are many works that tackle the action recogni-
tion problem by deep networks by learning spatio-temporal representation using
convolutional operations on the RGB frames and/or motion priors such as optical
flow [13], dense point trajectories [10]). The main approaches for action recog-
nition are based on 2D ConvNets with LSTM [12], Two-stream architectures
[1], [6], and single RGB stream 3D ConvNets [9], [8]. Most of these approaches
achieve high results on UCF101 [7] and HMDB [4] by using pretrained weights
from ImageNet [2], Sports-1M [5], or Kinetics-400 [1].

While learning from scratch, it is difficult to optimize the parameters of a
3D ConvNet based architecture with a single stream of RGB video frames from
relatively smaller datasets such as UCF101 or HMDB as compared to Kinetics-
400 [1]. Carreira et al. [1] show that two-stream-based 3D ConvNet approaches
significantly surpass single stream RGB video-based 3D ConvNet approaches;
there is a ∼30% improvement for the task of action recognition on both UCF101
and HMDB when no pre-trained weights are used. This shows that optical flow
is a powerful prior for modeling motion information.

Our approach is a two-stream based architecture, incorporating various spatio-
temporal resolution clips for both RGB and optical flow streams. While testing
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a single video, we take the average of the predictions over multiple clips of that
same video, which consists of various spatio-temporal resolutions as well as some
simple augmentations, such as a horizontal flip. We show that this testing strat-
egy boosts the performance of the action classifier, while also reducing the train-
ing cost significantly. We use an ensemble of various 3D ConvNets in both RGB
and optical flow streams. We use an ensemble of various 3D ConvNet in both
RGB and optical flow streams which helps in mitigating common generalization
errors as well as decreasing the variance in neural network predictions.

2 Proposed Method

The schematic diagram of the proposed method is depicted in Fig 1. We use a
two-stream based architecture. This architecture further consists of an ensemble
of either different backbone architectures or the same architecture trained with
different spatio-temporal resolutions.
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Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of the proposed method (inference mode)

For the RGB stream, we use an ensemble of Inflated InceptionV3 (I3D) [1],
C3D [8], R2+1D -18 layer [9], and ResNet 3D -18 layer architectures with the
same input. The three major types of augmentations that are applied to the
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RGB frames are, (1) Spatial augmentations: random crop, random scaling, and
horizontal flip (2) Appearance transformation: random grayscale and color jit-
tering (3) Temporal Augmentation: an evenly spaced, random number of skip
frames and random starting frame. Each model is trained individually with all
of the above augmentations. While testing, spatial and temporal augmentations
are utilized. The augmentations aid in preventing overfitting while training on
a small dataset such as UCF101. They also aid in mitigating the variance in
the inference by taking the average of the predictions for the varying augmented
clips within the same video.

For the TV-L1 stream, we use different spatio-temporal resolutions with two
I3D models. The first model (I3D-flow-1) is trained with a stacked optical flow of
64 consecutive frames, with random cropping and horizontal flipping as augmen-
tations. This model is expected to learn the fine-grained temporal structure of an
activity. The second I3D model (I3D-flow-2) is trained with a stacked optical flow
of 16 frames with evenly spaced, dynamic skip frames. This model sees the activ-
ity at a different temporal resolution, which helps in learning the coarse temporal
features. For dynamic skip frame, a random number of temporal stride from 1
to nmax is chosen, where, nmax = floor(video frame count/ clip frame count)
i.e. maximum skip frames possible in a clip. More details on the augmentations
and resolutions are given in Table 1,

3 Experiments

This section covers the dataset, experiments, and computational cost comparison
of two training strategies.

3.1 dataset

We use the UCF101 dataset (split 1) for our initial experiments. UCF101 consists
of 13k videos collected from YouTube. We train similarly for the canonical version
of UCF101 for the VI Priors Action Recognition challenge. The challenge dataset
consists of 4.8k videos for training, 4.7k videos for validation, and 3.8k videos
for testing. We use TV-L1 optical flow computed by the [13] method.

3.2 Results

We evaluate our trained model on multiple clips from the same video. More
details on the training and testing methods for each model are provided in Table
1.

We performed our initial experiments on UCF101 to observe the performance
of our ensemble and model selection purposes. The proposed method achieves a
Top-1 accuracy of 90.83% on UCF-101 (split 1) test set without using any pre-
trained weights in our training. We performed our training and model selection
on the VI Priors Action Recognition dataset in the same manner. The final fused
model (row-9) of Table-1 is used to predict the output of the competition test
set and achieves a Top-1 accuracy of 90.71%.
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Table 1. Results on UCF101 (split 1)

Sr
No

Model Input
Type

Training
Augmentations

Validation
Augmentations

Top-1
Accuracy (%)

1 I3D TVL-1,
64 frames,
341 x 256
Resolution

Random Starting
frame, Random

Crop (224 x 224),
Horizontal Flip

(50% probability)

3 different starting
frames, Center
Crop 224 x 224

84.91

2 I3D TVL-1,
16 frames,
341 x 256
Resolution

Random Starting
frame, Random

Crop (194 x 258),
Horizontal Flip

(50% probability),
Skip Frames

(from 1 to nmax),
Random scaling
factor (from 0.75

to 1)

5 different starting
frames, 10

different skip rates,
2 different spatial

scales, Center
Crop (198 x 258)

86.72

3 C3D RGB,
16 frames,
320 x 240
Resolution

Random Starting
frame, Random

Crop (180 x 240),
Horizontal Flip

(50% probability),
Skip Frames

(from 1 to nmax),
Random scaling
factor (from 0.75

to 1)

5 different starting
frames, 10

different skip rates,
2 different spatial

scales, Center
Crop (198 x 258)

61.46

4 I3D Same as 3 Same as 3 Same as 3 60.01

5 R3D Same as 3 Same as 3 Same as 3 65.94

6 R2+1D Same as 3 Same as 3 Same as 3 66.89

7 1+2 mean ensemble 88.40

8 3+4+5+6 mean ensemble 70.90

9 7 + 8 fusion 90.83

3.3 Computational cost comparison

The computation cost of the row-1 (I3D-flow-1) and row-2 (I3D-flow-2) of Table-
1 is shown in Table 2. As shown in Table-1, the I3D-flow-2 model is trained using
various temporal resolutions. The result is reported after both model’s training
losses converged, which takes around 300 epochs. It is worthwhile to note that
using different spatio-temporal resolutions in training and testing significantly
aids in reducing the computational cost. This method is inspired by the recent
multi spatio-temporal resolution based action recognition methods. [3], [11].
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Table 2. Computational cost comparison for different training strategies

Model
Memory required

for a forward pass (MB)
Accuracy

(%)

I3D-flow-1 5129.64 84.91
I3D-flow-2 1410.07 86.72

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a two-stream architecture based action classifier,
using various spatio-temporal resolutions and augmentations in both training
and inference. We use an ensemble of different architectures with the same in-
put as well as an ensemble of the same architecture with inputs of different
spatio-temporal resolutions. We also observed that taking an average of the pre-
dictions over multiple augmented clips aids in boosting the action recognition
performance as well as reducing computational cost in training.
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